Introduction
The problem of expressing CODs in terms of magnet misalignments has been solved for a long time.2'3 The inverse problem of expressing the misalignment parameters in terms of the CODs measured a few places in the Ring or along the accelerator is a perennial one. It is well known that magnet misalignments lead to tune shifts, to coupling of transverse betatron modes, and to distortions of the closed orbit. 4 These distortions lower the machine acceptance and are of primary concern when a new machine is turned on. It is also well known that, if one ignores variations in magnet current from the ideal current, then there are only two degrees of freedom per magnet that can cause CODs. 4 One of these affects the horizontal motion and one the vertical motion; thus, the alignment problem can be separated into the problem of horizontaT COD and the problem of vertical COD with one magnet degree of freedom associated with each. It can be shown for example that a longitudinal displacement of a dipole causes horizontal COD, and a roll displacement of a dipole introduces vertical COD. For quadrupoles, horizontal displacement affects horizontal motion, and vertical displacement affects vertical motion. All other displacements of these magnets either have no effect on the beam, or else they cause tune shifts and mode coupling.
It will be shown in the next section that the equations of motion lead to a linear relation between the CODs and the displacement parameters. This relation can be written In the program CODINV, they are calculated using first-order transport matrices for the ideal elements.
Assuming that the field errors AB.(s) are nonzero only in the magnets and are proportional to a misalignment parameter ei, the integral in Eq. (5) Figure 1 shows a horizontal COD produced by a random set of magnet misalignments. A random error in the ±1.5-mm range has been added to the COD points calculated using Eq. (9). Table I gives the parameters 1l(j) for the 30 magnets. A second COD was generated by changing the quad strengths in each cell by 0.707%. Table II gives the residual parameters after the two CODs have been least-squares fitted using the singular-value decomposition method mentioned above. Figure 2 
